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During 1900, significant amounts of MMM images were received and cata-
logued. The di qltization of airborne thermal IR imagery and apparent tempera-
tures retraction for the four 1978 and 1979 m.;'.ssions were completed. Airborne
remotely oensed, ground, and meteorological data were compiled and are now
ready for analysis. Available HCMM images were reviewed to select optimum
day/night pairs no that digital data may be ordered for a quantitative analy-
sis.
2. TEC'^VIQUES
The same techniques as described in the previous Progress Report, (Cililar,
1979) were used.
3. 'ACCOMPLISHMENTS
No detailed 11C'KM image analysis was undertaken to date.
4. RESULTS
Table I lists the best HCKM images which have been made available to date
for the south Alberta site. Although most imagos show significant amounts of
clouds, the primary tost area is hither cloud-: roe or partly covered on the
sooner listed. Images which show no atmospheric offects have been designated
as candidates for digital analysis. Others will be used in visual or machine-
assisted analysis of the analogue data. The selection of images to be ordered
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CXHLAR, J. 19SO. Sail Water and Plant Canopy Effoots on Remotely Measured
Surface Temporaturos. To be published in the. Int-ornaLional 'Tournal of
Remote Sensing.
CI11LAR, J. 1979, 11CMM/Soil Moisture Experiment. Progress Report submitted
to NASA. 10p.
G. PROJITZ-,AS
Tlia major problem continued to be the lack  of cloud-free, high quality
11CMM images over the experimental area. Although 11CMM data are still being
delivered, schedule considerations necessitate that image selection for do-
tailed analysis be made in the near future. This means that only portions
of 11CMM images will be analyzed. Emphasis will be put on vLsual analysis
and a comparison of temporal trends.
Problems were also experienced with the digitised thermal scanner data.
As a result, the: completion of apparent tomperatures extraction was delayed.
Sonic scanner data exhibited iioiso caused by the systoin's inotability during
the flight.
As a result of delays ancountarod in analogue and digital data delivery,
it will be n000ssary to extend tho deadline for Completion of the project.
The length of additional time roquired caii be duterinined out a tcr all the
necessary digital sate l lite data aro r000ivod.
i
7. DATA QUALITY AND DHVE\q -^'RY
linage delivery has been very good during 1980. The quality was good for
images have boon received, some withthe visible band but many poor qvility IR imagesc
no useful data. This appeared to be duo to I)roblanit, w.ith the IR channel of
the satellite sensor.
8. RECOMMENDATIONS
None.
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